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Introduction 
Ceramic vessels with applied or moulded faces from Elms Farm form a small but 
distinctive assemblage.  Face vessels have been the subject of extensive research 
(Braithwaite 1984, 99-131; Dovener 2000) and it is not intended to recount their 
development and distribution here.  Instead, a catalogue is presented listing the 
vessels, followed by a brief discussion of their possible significance and function.  
The terminology used for vessels with faces is as varied as the faces themselves.  
Some of the more common labels applied to flagons include moulded-face flagons 
(e.g. Munby 1975), face-neck flagons (e.g. Braithwaite 1984, 99) and face-mask 
flagons (e.g. Young 1977, 150).  This last seems to have most common currency and 
is used here.  Other vessel types with faces are known collectively as face-pots (e.g. 
Bidwell and Croom 1999, Cam 288; Braithwaite 1984, 99-131).  The label is retained 
here, but a distinction is made between jars and beakers, separated by shape and 
fabric.  Thirteen vessels were recovered, the majority of which are flagons (seven).  
Of the remainder, four are jars and two are beakers.  Most of the vessels are in fine 
fabrics, either red or buff.  The bias towards a later Roman date for nearly all of the 
pieces is notable.  
 
Jars 
Fill 8737, Pit 8736, Area P, late 4th century (CP11), fabric GRS (not illustrated) 
Just the nose survives from this vessel.  A reconstruction of the whole face is 
impossible, but, at 30mm long from bridge to tip, the nose is of similar size to noses 
from complete jars from London and Colchester.  This face-pot was probably 
produced locally.  The nose is well-shaped and naturalistic, with a decidedly ‘Roman’ 
profile. 
 
Fill 9180, Pit 9165, Area D, mid 2nd/early 3rd century (CP7), fabric HAWO (Fig.00 
archive 244) 
This jar was manufactured at Hadham in a white-slipped oxidised ware.  Two body 
sherds survive; fortunately the face is almost intact, but the shape of the vessel itself is 
otherwise unknown.  The facial features most closely resemble those on examples 
representing Braithwaite’s south-eastern regional groups (1984, 105-110).  The 
eyebrows are heavy and meet in the centre of the face at the top of the nose.  The 
somewhat sleepy eyes are set close to the nose.  There is no mouth, but the incised 
chevron and punched square decoration below the nose might represent a beard. 
 
Fill 16073, Pit 16088, Area H, early/mid 3rd century (CP8; KPG29), fabric BUF 
(Fig.00 archive 683) 
The face pot fragment has an applied ear and, trailing from the ear lobe, stabbing 
which represents a beard.  The ear is rather more naturalistic than the ears depicted on 
face-pots of Braithwaite’s south-eastern regional groups (1984, 105-110), but 
resembles that on a buff ware vessel from Colchester (Symonds and Wade 1999, 
fig.6.23.658). 
 
Layer 16236, Area H, late 4th century (CP11), fabric GRS (Fig.00 archive 712) 
This sherd is in sandy grey ware, although there are traces of white slip along the rim 
frill.  No face is extant, but there is a V-shaped piece of clay applied just below the 
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rim.  The applied clay is broken at the base of the ‘V’ and must have extended onto 
the shoulder.  The sherd may have derived from a so-called ‘smith-pot’, with the V-
shaped clay representing part of a tool, probably tongs (G. Braithwaite, pers. comm.).  
Even so, the tool is unusually placed underneath the rim; an arrangement around the 
vessel girth is more typical (cf. Braithwaite 1984, fig.10.5; May 1930, fig.3). 
 
Beakers 
Layer 9425, Area D, early/mid 3rd century (CP8), fabric HAX (Fig.00 archive 305) 
With its narrow neck and frilled rim, this form corresponds to the H17.1 beaker 
(Going 1987; Bidwell and Croom 1999, Cam 290).  In overall size, the vessel may 
have matched fig.8.5 in Braithwaite 1984, which is 220mm in length.  The face varies 
slightly from typical examples (e.g. Going 1999, fig. 5.56.152).  The frill does not 
appear to continue around the entire rim circumference, but instead trails a short way 
from the bridge of the nose to the eye, and probably represents an eyebrow.  The ear-
like lug is closed, and cannot seemingly have been used effectively for handling or 
suspension. 
 
Fill 6314, Ditch 6313, Area H, early/mid 4th century (CP10), fabric COLC (Fig.00 
archive 671) 
This vessel, of which body and base sherds remain, is in Colchester colour-coated 
ware and thus residual.  A bust, incorporating the head and shoulders, is applied above 
the girth of the vessel.  The face itself is plain and nondescript and the shoulders 
merge seamlessly into the vessel wall.  The figure appears to be wearing a cap.  The 
remains of barbotine decoration can be seen to one side of the bust, indicating that the 
vessel was more fully decorated.  This additional decoration and the curve of the 
vessel profile are suggestive of the H23/H24 range of beakers (Going 1987; Bidwell 
and Croom 1999, Cam 392).  Alternatively, it may be a copy of a cantharus or beaker 
produced at Trier.  A series of faces representing the seven planetary gods are applied 
around the girths of such vessels (cf. Symonds 1992, pl.49 and fig.38.702).  Given the 
relationship between Rhenish wares and the development of Colchester colour-coated 
ware, this second possibility may well be the correct one.  Indeed, the cap itself 
immediately brings to mind a deity.  Mercury is one possibility (C. Wallace, pers. 
comm.), depending on whether an undetermined detail on the peak of the cap is a 
wing.  Other identifications are equally likely, perhaps more so if the ‘wing’ is 
disregarded.  Attis, Jupiter Dolichenus and Mithras are all depicted wearing peaked 
caps (G. Braithwaite, in litt.).  Of interest in this respect, is a vessel from Vignes, 
France.  A cap or bonnet-wearing bust is applied to the girth of the vessel, along with 
a medallion, a dog, and a snake; all are said to evoke the Mithraic cult (Tuffreau-Libre 
1992, 128).  Generally, small moulded faces are not unknown, but these tend to 
belong to jars and decorate the shoulder, neck or rim.  An Oxfordshire colour-coated 
folded beaker found at Catsgore, Somerset, is a rare exception.  The moulded face is 
said to depict Sol Invictus (Young 1984, 26). 
 
Flagons 
Fill 10361, Segment 10657, Ditch 25027, Area F, mid/late 4th century, fabric OXRC 
(Fig.00 archive 2666) 
This was the most complete example of the two Oxfordshire face-mask flagons.  The 
female face has been luted onto the front of the rim.  The marks from tools used to 
smooth the clay are clearly visible.  The face closely resembles Young 1977, fig.53, 
type C11.4, for which an AD350-400+ date range has been provided. 
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Fill 5160, Pit 5179, Area J, late 4th century, fabric OXRC (Fig.00 archive 2789) 
The second Oxfordshire face-mask flagon comprises the face only.  Its facial features 
match those of Fig.00, archive 2666, above. 
 
Fill 20469, Post-hole 20468, Area L, late 4th century, fabric HAX (Fig.00 archive 
901) 
Of the four oxidised Hadham ware face-mask flagons, this was the most complete 
example.  The face is typical of the Hadham form, and is paralleled at, for example, 
Burgh Castle in Norfolk (Johnson 1983, fig.39.46) and Colchester (Symonds and 
Wade 1999, fig.5.56.155-61). 
 
Fill 10296, Segment 10406, Ditch 25027, Area F, late 4th century, fabric HAX 
(Fig.00 archive 2659) 
A sherd showing face only was the second face-mask flagon to be recovered from 
Ditch 25027.  The face is similar to Fig.00, archive 901, above, if a little narrower.  A 
piece of shell is lodged into the clay above the hair.  Shell is not a natural inclusion of 
the clay from the Hadham area, and so this piece may have been placed deliberately, 
along with others, for decorative effect. 
 
Fill 14204, Pit 14203, Area L, late 4th century, fabric HAX (Fig.00 archive 810) 
This fragment represents one of the two strips of ‘hair’ placed at either side of the 
head.  The piece is clearly residual, coming from Building 65, a Saxon feature. 
 
Layer 21619, Area J, late 4th century, fabric HAX (not illustrated) 
The fourth piece, which might conceivably belong to any of the above Hadham 
flagons, is a fragment of the ‘false handle’ normally luted onto the back of the rim (cf. 
Johnson 1983, fig.39.46b).  The top of this decorative feature rises above the rim 
slightly, perhaps mirroring handles from metal flagons (cf. Wickenden 1986, 
fig.28.23) and may be intended to represent hair at the back of the head. 
 
Layer 10800, Area N, unstratified, fabric ?HAX (Fig.00, archive 3036) 
Most of the face is present, but there is no trace of the hairstyle.  The face incorporates 
both Hadham characteristics (the eyes) and Oxfordshire characteristics (the chin).  
The relatively coarse fabric is oxidised, but there are no traces of the slip.  On balance, 
the form and fabric is closest to a Hadham product, but it may represent a local 
version of the face-mask flagon form.  
 
Discussion 
This collection of face vessels forms a significant assemblage in terms of variety, and 
perhaps even in terms of quantity, as is suggested by the comparative data in Fig.00.  
 

Site Ratio ( face vessels per kg) Reference 
Colchester 1 : 67 Symonds and Wade 1999 
Heybridge 1 : 260 - 
Great Dunmow 1 : 300 Going and Ford 1988 
Ivy Chimneys, Witham 1 : 390 Turner-Walker and Wallace 1999 
Chelmsford 1 : 750 Going 1987; 1992 

Fig.00. The ratio between the number of face vessels and the total amount of Roman pottery 
recovered.  These ratios are derived from quantification and count of face vessels as published 
in the named sources 
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Fig.00. Assemblage composition measured by estimated vessel equivalence (EVE) for groups 
assigned to Ceramic Phase 8.  Face-pot groups comprise 6314 and 16073.  Non-ritual groups 
are an amalgam of four contexts containing no obvious ritual element (4925, 6178, 10039 and 
10061) 
 
With one face vessel for every 260kg of Roman pottery, Heybridge does seem to have 
a higher than usual number, except for Colchester.  It should be noted, however, that 
these ratios are a crude indicator only, and based on rounded figures, and so the 
difference between Heybridge, Great Dunmow and Ivy Chimneys is perhaps not 
particularly significant.  More significant, though, are the differences between 
Heybridge and Colchester at one end of the scale, and Heybridge and Chelmsford at 
the other.  The reasons cannot be determined from these figures alone, but the role of 
Colchester as a colonia is likely to be crucial.  An urban character alone, such as that 
displayed at Chelmsford, would otherwise seem to have played little part.  
 
 
Face pots 
Face-pots in Roman Britain are considered to have religious significance.  Vessels 
tend to be found in ritual deposits, although they are largely absent from burials 
(Braithwaite 1984, 124).  At Folly Lane, Verulamium, for example, the majority of 
face-pots, some complete, were recovered from ritual shafts (Lyne 1999, 300-1).  
None of the examples at Heybridge was found in overtly ritual contexts.  Indeed, 
superficially, the pottery found along with the face-pots remains steadfastly domestic.  
This much is clear when we compare assemblage composition.  Assemblages 
recovered from the Folly Lane shafts tended to incorporate more open forms (dishes, 
bowls, etc.) than jars.  Beakers, too, form a large component.  This trend is displayed 
for Baldock with the assemblage from that ritual shaft (Lyne 1999, fig.87).  In 
contrast, jars predominate in domestic and industrial contexts at Folly Lane, while 
beakers take a noticeably reduced share (Lyne 1999, fig.87).  We can conduct a 
similar exercise using Elms Farm contexts.  
 
The principal difference is that flagons, cups and other forms (e.g. mortaria and bowl-
jars) take a smaller share of the assemblage in ‘non-ritual’ groups, increasing the 
overall shares of the remaining forms.  Otherwise, the ratios between the major 
classes are reasonably identical.  That flagons form a large proportion of the face-pot 
assemblages is explained by the presence of a complete flagon rim in the top fill of 
ditch segment 6313.  A ritual element to at least one deposit cannot be entirely 
disregarded.  Archive 671 was recovered from ditch segment 6313 along with a near-
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complete beaker and two vessels whose profiles were complete.  But even bearing 
these in mind, there must be some doubts as to the contemporaneity of the 
assemblage.  The complete beaker, an H41 type in fine grey ware (GRF), is part of a 
small element of 4th century pottery, along with an E1 bowl-jar and a G42 storage jar.  
The remaining pottery is stubbornly late 2nd/early 3rd century (CP7/8) in date, 
including the Colchester colour-coated ware face-pot.  The pottery from this deposit 
appears to derive from at least two sources, and the deposition of the complete beaker 
and face-pot cannot be linked with certainty.  
 
The lack of obvious ritual elements in the manner of their disposal does not preclude 
the ritual use of face-pots prior to disposal.  Face-pots that have ritual usage may lose 
ritual connotations once broken, at which point the vessels are discarded along with 
mundane rubbish.  However, much uncertainty remains about their use, and ritual 
functions cannot be clearly established.  Indeed, Braithwaite (1984, 125) regards their 
functions as being mutable, changing through time and space.  By and large, face-pots 
are seen as having apotropaic properties (Lyne 1999, 301); they protect the space 
around them and the contents inside them.  The face, too, might be retained after the 
actual pot has broken in order to be carried around as a keepsake or talisman.  That 
face-pots at Heybridge were recovered from mundane deposits suggests ‘everyday’ 
above-ground use.  Propitiatory or funerary functions, and other ritual acts requiring 
burial, can be ruled out.  Two face-pots at Heybridge may be more directly associated 
with specific deities: archive 671, possibly Mercury or another cap-wearing deity, and 
archive 712, tentatively attributed to a smith-deity.  Manufacturers of the remaining 
face-pots may have had no particular god in mind, and that, on production, the pot had 
no superstitious connotations.  The pot was, then, available for people to acquire and 
give their own meanings, perhaps attributing it to a local deity, or a spirit connected to 
the home.  The H17 type beaker made at Hadham (e.g. archive 305), which has 
widespread distribution across the East Anglian region, may well suggest this.  If the 
face applied to this type represents a deity, then it is one with an equally widespread 
recognition.  Alternatively, the face is a ‘blank’, ready for whoever acquires the vessel 
to personalise with the meaning/deity of their choice.  
 
 
Face-mask flagons 
If the evidence for the ritual use of face-pots is unconvincing, then that for face-mask 
flagons is clearer.  The evidence surrounding four of the six flagons is particularly 
strong.  Archive 2659 and 2666 were recovered towards the eastern terminal of major 
boundary ditch 25027 in Area F (ref. strat rep).  Material evidence from this feature is 
prolific.  Segment 10296, which contained archive 2659, yielded a collection of 
twenty-five coins, mainly 4th century.  A diverse array of metal, glass and stone items 
was also recovered.  Segment 10361 contained a smaller, but nevertheless similarly 
diverse, material assemblage.  Accompanying archive 2666 was a complete Nene 
Valley colour-coated ware flagon (Archive 2664, Intrinsics) as well as further glass, 
stone, and metal objects.  
 
Their placement close to the ditch terminal flanking an approach road to the centre of 
the settlement is perhaps significant [ref. settlement morphology].  The plethora of 
small portable and personal objects within the ditch suggests concerted and defined 
activity, and the deposition of personal effects on entering (or leaving) the centre may 
be seen as a propitiatory act.  The complete Nene Valley ware flagon can be included 
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with this rite, but the deposition of the face-mask flagons is a subtle variation, because 
these vessels were not whole.  Archive 2659 comprises the face only, while archive 
2666 has the complete flagon rim and upper part of the handle only.  Careful 
examination of the other pottery within their respective contexts produced no sherds 
that could conceivably belong to these vessels.  It is a strong possibility, then, that the 
faces were deliberately removed from the main body and deposited.  That the 
depiction of the face was significant in the past has long been discussed. Braithwaite 
(1984, 126) emphasises the apotropaic properties of faces, some of which continue to 
resonate in modern times.  S. Esmonde Cleary (pers. comm.) suggests that face 
vessels deposited into deep, wet, ground-penetrating features (wells and shafts) stood 
proxy for human skulls, and were thus linked to funerary rituals.  In any case, the 
ceramic face either takes on naturalistic abilities (the eyes ‘see’ and keep watch), or it 
is imbued with the spirit or character of a particular individual.  The face-masks 
deposited in the boundary ditch, which perhaps by now demarcated land over which 
the temple had jurisdiction, guarded against bad fortune or evil spirits transgressing 
the boundary.  This function may be seen as being different from that governing the 
deposition of coins, bracelets and the like.  These are overtly personal objects, and 
represent personal investment and the sacrificing of material wealth, perhaps for the 
return of good fortune. 
 
Unlike face-mask flagons, face-pots have few associations with personal items, such 
as coins and jewellery.  Face-pot assemblages are weighted more towards consumable 
items, dominated by food and structural waste.  This underscores the differences 
between the deposition of face-pots and face-mask flagons at Heybridge, and 
emphasises differences in use: face-pots having above ground, whole-vessel 
significance, and face-mask flagons additionally having a ritualised manner of 
disposal.  
 
Two face-mask flagons are associated with structures.  Archive 901, of which most of 
the rim and neck is present, was recovered from post-hole 20468.  No other material 
was found in association.  Its relative completeness suggests that the flagon was 
carefully and deliberately placed into the constricted aperture of the post-hole.  It 
takes a considerable stretch of imagination to regard its deposition as being accidental, 
and the lack of other finds suggests that the flagon did not derive from a rubbish 
deposit.  Face vessels as foundation deposits are well attested, and tend to be 
associated with religious buildings (Braithwaite 1984, 123).  No clue as to the use of 
the structure to which post-hole 20468 contributed can be provided.  But there is 
sufficient reason to suggest that this flagon, too, represents a foundation deposit.  Like 
the faces that watched over the settlement centre, the face here watched over and 
protected the building.  
 
The ritual significance of Archive 810 is less convincing.  It was found within the 
backfill of Building 65 (ref. strat rep).  It is not immediately apparent that the face-
mask fragment was deliberately selected for deposition, not least because the feature 
was an SFB and the pottery found within it would have been deposited during the 
post-Roman period.  If deliberate selection had occurred, then this demonstrates either 
continuity of a late Roman ritual practice, or selection using other, purely Saxon, 
criteria.  The latter is more likely.  No part of the face actually remains and the piece 
could not have functioned spiritually in the way that others with faces might (e.g in 
Ditch 25027).  But, associated with the flagon fragment was a near-complete stamped 
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bowl [archive 811, Intrinsics].  Together, the bowl and flagon may have been 
regarded by Saxon incomers as odd-looking pottery and curated for the connotations 
that such pottery may have brought.  That the vessel was once a face-mask flagon was 
irrelevant and perhaps even unknown to the Saxons.  Of course, its presence may well 
be accidental.  The fragment is a piece that was applied to the side of the face.  There 
is an inherent weakness in the method of its fixing, and thus might be one of the first 
pieces to break off the vessel (and thrown away) during use, and its presence in the pit 
could simply be explained through the usual processes of rubbish disposal and 
relocation.  
 
The two remaining face-mask flagons were both recovered from the temple area; this 
fact alone might give them particular significance.  One of the flagon fragments was 
found in a layer, and it is not possible to tell whether it derived from an underlying 
feature or was simply deposited in the layer.  Archive 2789 was recovered from pit 
5179, located on the northern precinct boundary, which contained a range of other 
‘votive’ material (ref.), again bringing to mind the role of spiritual protection. 
 
Face-mask flagons were not eminently practical, and users of face-mask flagons 
placed in domestic settings might have experienced difficulties.  There is no neat 
spout over the coiffure of archive 2666, and the application of the mask has resulted 
in an internal bead that would have displaced the flow of liquid.  Liquid poured from 
this flagon would be as much over the table as in the cup.  The ‘scalloped’ head-dress 
or diadem rising above the rim of archive 901 cannot have enhanced pouring.  
Hadham face-mask flagons like this one have a handle on each side of the vessel.  
Conceivably, liquid could have been poured from the back of the flagon, with the 
applied ‘false-handle’ or hairpiece functioning as the spout. 
 
In conclusion, then, there appears to be a major difference in the way that face-pots 
and face-mask flagons were deposited.  If both vessel types had similar sorts of 
significance when complete and above ground, then for face-pots these ended when 
the vessels were broken.  The sherds were discarded along with the rest of the 
household waste.  Face-mask flagons, in contrast, retained their significance, or 
perhaps acquired new meanings, and were deposited carefully and deliberately.  For 
most vessels, however, this significance is more likely to be superstitious than 
religious, and there is no clear evidence to suggest that the vessels were used in 
formal religious activities at Heybridge.  
 
 
List of face-pots and flagons 

Context Fabric Archive Type Date from Date to Comments 
5160 OXRC 2789 Flagon 25 25  
6314 COLC 671 Beaker 23 24 Mercury 
8737 GRS n/a Jar 25 25 Nose only 
9180 HAWO 244 Jar 18 20 CAM288 
9425 HAWO 305 Beaker 20 20 H17.1 

10800 HAX 3036 Flagon 0 0  
10296 HAX 2659 Flagon 25 25  
10361 OXRC 2666 Flagon 25 25  
14204 HAX 810 Flagon 24 25  
16073 BUF 683 Jar 20 21 Ear and beard 
16236 GRS 712 Jar 25 25 ?Smith pot 
20469 HAX 901 Flagon 23 25  
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21619 HAX n/a Flagon 25 25  
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